it’s a strike!
whee!

Gnee-hee!

Yippee!

every year, a kid wins!
that’s because we share
our top tips! teamwork
makes the dream work!

the beanotown
golden bowl is the
most-wanted trophy
in town. there can
only be one winner,
beanotown’s ‘king pin’!

if only the beanotown
grown-ups were smart
enough to listen and
learn! they haven’t got
close enough to see
it’s made out of choc!

top tips
that’ll bowl
you over!
‘the backswing’,
demonstrated by dennis...

if you swing your ball back
too high, you could end up
missing the pins altogether!

bo p

!

‘the stance’, demonstrated by pie face...

want a superstar
bowling stance?
pull your elbow in,
place the ball in line
with your shoulder,
and shift your
bodyweight onto
the foot furthest
away from the ball...
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!

er, that’s a pie, pie face! - ed
‘the aim game’,
demonstrated by
plug from the
bash street kids...

the secret is to let the
weight of the ball guide
your swing height. result!
you gotta roll with it!

ELBOW
IN!

easy as pie! little jack
horner is my hero!
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bowling’s a rare
example of
beanotown’s kids
enjoying some
‘homework’ from the
beanotown
ultimate strike
squad skills
school!

one day
we’ll show
‘em!

ever noticed the arrows on the
bowling lane? don’t aim for the
middle one! if you’re left-handed,
aim for the left centre arrow,
and if you’re right-handed, aim
for the centre right.

thanks, mandi.
i am indeed!

beautiful!

at least
he hit
something!
‘the
downswing’,
demonstrated
by minnie...

straighten your
bowling arm and
move your left foot
forwards, or right
if you’re left-handed,
and flow through
with the ball! a
‘striking’ minnie
masterpiece!
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oops! the only
thing i forgot,
was to aim for
the pins.

erm... does
that count
as a strike?

you don’t need to be
super strong to bowl
well, you just need a
little momentum. take
four steps back before
you bowl to gather
some epic speed.

‘straight to the top’,
demonstrated by harsha...

...eureka! your ball
should be on target
for the pins now!

hey there, big
shot! the science
of bowling better
is to make sure
your bowling arm
reaches for the
stars and comes
up above your
shoulder.

it’s time to get a strike!
put your best foot
forwards and push the ball
to glory! want more speed?
heighten the back swing.
want less? drop it down...

bowling rockstars let it
flow naturally from their
hand onto the lane. you
don’t need to be strong
to bowl well...

keep your wrist
straight when you’re
bowling. you’ll have
a much better throw!
that’s not a prank,
just fact!

ONE

a beanotown
first! rare
slow-mo
captured of
billy whizz
taking
individual
steps! - ed

TWO

THREE
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now this is a prank! i’ve
tricked dad into bowling with
a watermelon! funny how he
never wins against me!

oh, hari!

STRAIGHT
WRIST

enjoy
experimenting...

‘the release’, demonstrated
by roger the dodger...

‘the four star step up’, demonstrated by billy whizz...
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‘the follow through’, demonstrated by rubi...

‘the pushaway’,
demonstrated by jj...

minnie!

...it really is
that simple.

er... but
remember
to use only
one ball!

rike
t
s
...it’s all about the skill! minimum
effort, but maximum effect, people.
crumbs! is there
a new superhero
in beanotown?

!

‘arrow eyes’, demonstrated
by dangerous dan...

owning the world’s only pair of eagletron
4k targeting goggles helps too!

to get the best results,
focus on the lane
arrows instead of the
pin. you’ll be licensed to
thrill as a bowling star
before you know it.
in case of emergency, if it looks
like your grown-ups might win,
there’s one final move...
the gnash bash smash!

when mum asked
me if i’d seen the
dog bowl earlier,
i thought she
meant it was time
to feed gnasher!

the end... time to
go bowling! - ed

HOLE IN ONE JOKES!
These crazy golf jokes will putt a smile on your face!
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For more fun jokes,
check out our joke
generator at BEANO.COM
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